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Achieve situational intelligence with
voice services for security teams
Ensuring safety and security in dynamic and unpredictable operations is
challenging, coupled with ever-multiplying complexity and cost. Security
organizations also need to automate personnel accountability and activity
reporting so they can operate more effectively.
Orion enterprise voice services enable security teams to rapidly scale
operational range and effectiveness for staff locations. Connect with
teams anywhere via push-to-talk (PTT), track asset and staff location,
generate quality reporting, and interoperate with legacy solutions —
while increasing productivity and personnel accountability.
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Secure, real-time communication
with unlimited range

Built for interoperability with
breadth of device support

Enable your teams to connect anywhere, over any distance,
with Orion. Maintain covert and secure operations with low
latency, high audio quality, and strong encryption.

Orion supports the devices your workforce requires,
including rugged form factors. Add Orion to devices you’re
already using, and add more if needed.

Learn more: sales@orionlabs.io or (866) 855-4249 • orionlabs.io
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Voice-Activated Business Automation
for Security Teams
Orion AI Workflows are software integrations and automations that help your team do more with voice.
AI Workflows are easy to use — simply speak, and Orion gets it done. Security teams use AI Workflows to
improve activity reporting and protect team members who work alone.
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Increase situational awareness
for your organization.
Enable officers to document
their observations while
staying heads-up and safe.

Enable your team to call for help,
no matter where they are. When
an emergency phrase is spoken,
Orion alerts safety teams
with important location data.

Help team members when
they can’t call for help. Orion
checks in with solo staff
periodically and sounds alarms
when workers can’t answer.

85% of teams want to use voice tools at work

— CMG Partners Survey, 2018

What our customers are saying

“

At a past event, we tested the LTE connected solution from [major radio vendor], and nobody on the
team wanted to use it. When we deployed Orion’s enterprise voice and advanced location services at
our biggest annual event, we saw a huge difference in adoption. Our teams enthusiastically adopted
Orion, and we immediately expanded our use beyond the original scope.
— Radio System Owner at Fortune 100 Technology Company
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